water and power the politics
Memphis Mayor Jim Strickland has crafted a careful, neutral path on the seminal decision facing the city of Memphis.

money & power: ‘a moderating force,’ how memphis mayor jim strickland has stayed neutral in mlgw-tva debate
Republicans have matchups that will test the power of the Trump contingent. Democrats will have to run the table to take full control in Legislature.

2022 elections: here's who is running in significant — and dramatic — races at the arizona legislature
First Read is your briefing from “Meet the Press” and the NBC Political Unit on the day's most important political stories and why they matter.

oz endorsement puts trump, and celebrity, to the test
Five justices used the shadow docket to revive a Trump-era rule meant to rubber-stamp pipelines and other energy projects.

the supreme court’s attack on the clean water act was too extreme

for john roberts
In politics, real change can only be made if you reach the other side of your platform with hard cold facts. Not typical election year hyperbole and rhetoric. Unfortunately, great

california’s legislative power and its balance: letters
Ukrainian forces dug in while Russia’s military lined up more firepower and tapped an experienced general to take centralized control of the war. The next phase of battle is expected

government & politics updates in your inbox!
The US Navy quietly declared its newest carrier ready for operations in December, but officials didn't announce it until this month.

after another trump rant and a 'new' milestone, the us’s newest aircraft carrier is a week closer to seeing action
The U.N. children’s agency says nearly two-thirds of all Ukrainian children have fled their homes in the six weeks since Russia’s invasion, and the United Nations has verified that 142 children have

live updates | un: many ukrainian children lack food, water
It’s April, and with it comes the arrival of spring — finally! Daffodil bulbs
are emerging, bees are searching for pollen, hawks and owls are nesting, and rivers are beginning

celebrate spring and invest in our planet
A febrile Republican base is fired up for the midterms and ready to continue a fight that, in their eyes, never really ended.

why is the christian right bringing back anti-gay talking points?
President talks of ‘horrifying atrocities’ coming to light in Ukraine as US announces fresh sanctions on Russia – follow the latest politics news

biden vows to ‘ratchet up the pain’ on putin with new russia sanction - us politics live
The climate crisis is happening all around us, all the time, but few places illustrate its dramatic effects better than Arizona’s red rock Lake Powell, the second-largest man-made reservoir in the

shock before and after pictures show how water supply at crucial lake powell has dried up amid climate crisis
Sri Lankan business leaders are calling for an end to political instability amid public demands for the president to resign over alleged economic mismanagement, warning that failure to do so

sri lanka business leaders demand end to political impasse
The Russia-Ukraine war will be pivotal in how the world responds to the "growth of impunity," said David Miliband, former British foreign secretary.